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SECTION 10SECTION 10

GROUND EARTH STATION (GES) MANAGEMENTGROUND EARTH STATION (GES) MANAGEMENT

10.1  General10.1  General

Note.! This section defines the management functions required at the GES to initiate and execute the log-on
process and to manage the data and voice communications between the AES and the GES.

10.1.1 The GES shall perform the set of functions described in this section in order to establish and
maintain communications channels with its logged-on AESs and shall share the information about the status of
each of its logged-on AESs with all the other GESs supporting AMS(R)S services through the same satellite.

10.2  GES management architecture10.2  GES management architecture

10.2.1 Ground-to-airGround-to-air

10.2.1.1 Anywhere within a satellite service area, an AES shall have at least one unique Psmc channel
available at 600 bits/s for identification of the satellite and the beam supporting the Psmc channel.

10.2.2 Ground-to-groundGround-to-ground

10.2.2.1 There shall be communication between the GESs in the same satellite service area to
exchange information as required for carrying out the GES management functions specified in
subsection 10.4.

10.3  GES management interfaces10.3  GES management interfaces

10.3.1 The GES management shall interface with the subnetwork layer, circuit-mode services, link
layer, and physical layer in order to exchange control information required for GES table management, log
status management and channel management.
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10.3.2 Subnetwork layerSubnetwork layer

10.3.2.1 The following control information shall be exchanged between the GES management and the
subnetwork layer in the GES:

a) To subnetwork layer

1) log status information

i) logged-on/logged-off

ii) AES ID

iii) GES ID

2) minimum channel rate of T channel

3) channel rate of Pd and Rd channels

10.3.3 Circuit-mode servicesCircuit-mode services

10.3.3.1 The following control information shall be exchanged between the GES management and the
circuit-mode services in the GES:

a) To circuit-mode services

1) log status information

i) logged-on/logged-off

ii) AES ID

iii) GES ID

2) EIRP value

3) frequency assigned (Q number, application reference number)

4) voice channel characteristics

5) channel unit assigned (Q number, application reference number)

6) channel unit pre-empted (Q number, application reference number)

b) From circuit-mode services

1) voice channel characteristics
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2) request for frequency (Q number, application reference number)

3) request for channel unit (Q number, application reference number)

10.3.4 Link layerLink layer

10.3.4.1 The control information exchanged between the GES management and the link layer in the
GES shall be as in Table 10.1.

10.3.4.2 The information shall be exchanged in the form of link interface data units (LIDUs).  The
LIDU shall contain link interface control information (LICI) only.

Note.! Each LIDU received from the GES management is mapped into a corresponding SU set in the link
layer according to subsection 5.3.2.3.

10.3.5 Physical layerPhysical layer

10.3.5.1 The following control information shall be exchanged between the GES management and the
physical layer in the GES:

a) To physical layer (for each channel)

1) frequency

2) channel rate setting (if selectable)

3) power setting

4) mode (T, or R, or C, if selectable)

5) channel unit number

b) From physical layer (for each channel)

1) estimated C channel bit error rate

2) channel unit number

3) mode

10.4  GES management functions10.4  GES management functions

10.4.1 The GES management shall carry out the following functions:

a) GES table management

b) GES log status management
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c) GES channel management

d) GES system broadcast

10.4.2 GES table managementGES table management

10.4.2.1 The GES management shall maintain the following tables:

a) AES system table

b) AES log-on status table

10.4.2.2 AES system tableAES system table

10.4.2.2.1 The AES system table for a satellite service area shall include initial search data (search
frequencies for satellite and beam identification) and regional data (information about each GES in the
satellite service area).

10.4.2.2.2 Each GES in a satellite service area shall maintain both the initial search data and regional
data content of the AES system table for that satellite service area in addition to maintaining the initial search
data for all the other satellite service areas.

10.4.2.2.3 The initial search data for a satellite service area shall include the following satellite/beam
identifying information for each beam that supports a satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel in the satellite
service area:

a) Primary satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel frequency at 600 bits/s

b) Secondary satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel frequency at 600 bits/s

c) Satellite ID

d) Satellite location, orbit inclination and right ascension epoch

e) Beam ID (for spot-beam-only satellites)

10.4.2.2.4 The regional data for a satellite service area shall include the following information:

a) system table revision number;

b) satellite ID;

c) for a satellite with a global beam:

1) for each spot beam:

i) beam ID; and
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ii) beam-identifying P channel frequency and rate;

2) for each GES supporting the global beam:

i) GES ID;

ii) Psmc channel and Rsmc channel frequencies; and

iii) Psmc channel and Rsmc channel rates;

3) GES spot beam support table indicating in which spot beam the GES radiates;

d) for a satellite with spot beams only:

1) beam ID (same as in (e) of initial search);

2) GES spot beam support table indicating in which spot beam the GES radiates; and

3) for each GES supporting a spot beam:

i) GES ID;

ii) Psmc channel and Rsmc channel frequencies; and

iii) Psmc channel and Rsmc channel rates.

10.4.2.3 AES log-on status tableAES log-on status table

10.4.2.3.1 Each GES shall maintain an AES log-on status table, which shall include the information
specified in 10.4.2.3.2 and 10.4.2.3.3.

10.4.2.3.2 The GES shall include in its AES log-on status table, for every AES logged-on to it or to any
other GES in the same satellite service area, the following information:

a) AES ID

b) Satellite ID

c) Beam ID

d) Log-on GES ID

10.4.2.3.3 For each AES logged-on to the GES, the AES log-on status table at the GES shall contain
the following information in addition to the information specified in subsection 10.4.2.3.2:

a) P channel frequency assigned to the AES

b) R channel frequencies assigned to the AES
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c) T channel frequencies assigned to the AES

d) Channel rate capabilities of P, R, T and C channels

e) AES activity indicator (active or inactive)

10.4.2.3.4 AES log-on status table updateAES log-on status table update

10.4.2.3.4.1 The GES shall update the AES log-on status table when an AES logs on (initial or renewal)
or logs off from this GES or when the GES receives log-on or log-off information corresponding to an AES
from another GES.

10.4.3 GES log status managementGES log status management

10.4.3.1 The GES log status management function shall manage the AES log-on/log-off, verify the
activity of each of its log-on AESs, renew the log-on (when required), and reassign data channels to the AESs
(when required).

10.4.3.2 Log-onLog-on

Note.! The AES initiates a log-on by sending a log-on request LIDU to the GES (subsection 9.3.3.3) after
the AES has selected a satellite, a beam and a GES.

10.4.3.2.1 To reject the log-on request of an AES, the GES management shall reply to the log-on
request LIDU by sending a log-on reject LIDU to the AES indicating the reason for rejection.  The GES shall
always accept the log-on request of an AES indicating that the AES is in distress.

Note.! Several rejection reasons have been identified for an AES log-on request.  Refer to Appendix C,
Item 44 “Reason” for the listing of the identified rejection reasons and their corresponding codes.  The
“Reason” is a field of the log-on reject LIDU.

Note.! The “Q number of the application” parameter in the log-on request LIDU will indicate whether the
aircraft is in distress or not.  The “Q number of application” parameter will be set to 15 for an aircraft in
distress.

10.4.3.2.2 To accept the log-on request of an AES, the GES management shall reply to the log-on
request LIDU by sending a log-on confirm LIDU followed by a P/R channel control LIDU and a T channel
control LIDU to the AES, as required to assign new Pd, Rd and T channels to the AES.

10.4.3.2.3 After transmitting the log-on confirm LIDU followed by the channel control LIDUs (P/R and
T channel control LIDUs) as indicated in the log-on confirm LIDU to the AES or after transmitting the
missing LIDUs identified in the log-on acknowledgement LIDU received from the AES, the GES management
shall do the following:

a) If no response is received from the AES within tG26 seconds (Appendix D) from the
time the log-on confirm LIDU followed by channel control LIDUs were sent or the
missing LIDUs indicated in the log-on acknowledgement LIDU received from the AES
were retransmitted, the GES management shall send another log-on confirm LIDU
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followed by the required channel control LIDUs to the AES.  The GES management
shall send the log-on confirm LIDU followed by channel control LIDUs to the AES
every tG26 seconds until a response is received or the number of times the log-on
confirm LIDU followed by channel Control LIDUs have been sent equals four.  If no
response is received within tG26 seconds from the time the fourth log-on confirm
LIDU followed by the channel control LIDUs were sent, the GES management shall
delete the requesting AES from its AES log-on status table and then transmit log-off
information to other GESs in the same satellite service area if the AES is identified as
logged on to this GES in the AES log-on status table.

b) If a log-on acknowledgement LIDU indicating no error is received from the AES, the
GES management shall send a log-on acknowledgement LIDU to the AES on the newly
assigned Pd channel.  Thereafter, the GES management shall, each time another log-on
acknowledgement LIDU is received from the AES within tG27 seconds (Appendix D)
from the time the last log-on acknowledgement LIDU was sent to the AES, send
another log-on acknowledgement LIDU to the AES.  The GES management shall
repeat the above procedure until one of the following occurs:

1) no log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received from the AES within tG27 seconds
from the time the last log-on acknowledgement LIDU was sent to the AES; or

2) an R channel SU that is not a log-on request LIDU or a log-on acknowledgement
LIDU is received from the AES, after which, the GES management shall update its
AES log-on status table as specified in subsection 10.4.2.3, and send log-on
information to the other GESs in the same satellite service area.

c) If a log-on acknowledgement LIDU identifying the missing LIDUs is received from the
AES, the GES management shall retransmit the missing LIDUs to the AES and shall
proceed as in subsection 10.4.3.2.3.

10.4.3.2.4 If another log-on request LIDU is received from the AES before the GES management has
finished responding to the previously received log-on request LIDU, the GES management shall discard the
last received log-on request LIDU.

10.4.3.3 Log-offLog-off

Note.! An AES log-off may be initiated by the AES by sending a log-off request LIDU to the GES or by the
GES by sending a log-off request LIDU to the AES.  The GES initiated log-off is intended to provide the
GES with the capability to shut down undesired AES transmissions.

10.4.3.3.1 Upon receipt of a log-off request LIDU from an AES, the GES management shall do the
following:

a) if the AES is identified as logged on to this GES in the AES log-on status table, delete
the AES from its AES log-on status table, transmit log-off information to other GESs in
the same satellite service area and then transmit log-off acknowledgement LIDU to the
AES; or
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b) if the AES is not identified as logged-on to this GES in the AES log-on status table but
is in the process of logging on, transmit log-off acknowledgement LIDU to the AES.

10.4.3.3.2 After sending a log-off request LIDU to an AES, the GES management shall not be required
to respond to any transmission from the identified AES for the duration of the time specified in the LIDU,
except, as specified in subsection 10.4.3.2.1.2, to a log-on request LIDU indicating that the AES is in
distress.

10.4.3.4 Log-on verificationLog-on verification

Note.! The AES log-on status table in the GES management contains an activity indicator for each AES
logged on to the GES.  The activity indicator for the AES is set to “active” whenever any data/signalling is
received from the AES.  The activity indicator is set to “inactive” if no data or signalling is received from the
AES within tG6 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the activity indicator was last set to “active”.

10.4.3.4.1 The GES management shall verify the AES activity status by either of the following two
methods:

a) direct verification; or

b) indirect verification

Note.! The log-on verification of the AES is the responsibility of its log-on GES only.

10.4.3.4.2 Direct verificationDirect verification

10.4.3.4.2.1 If no data/signalling is received at the log-on GES or at another GES in the same satellite
service area as the log-on GES from an AES capable of responding to log-on interrogation LIDU within tG6
seconds (Appendix D) from the time the activity indicator for the AES was last set to inactive, the GES
management shall send a log-on interrogation LIDU to the AES.  The GES management then shall do the
following:

a) If no log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received from the AES within tG8 seconds
(Appendix D) from the time the log-on interrogation LIDU was sent, the GES
management shall send another log-on interrogation LIDU to the AES.  The GES
management shall retransmit the log-on interrogation LIDU to the AES every tG8
seconds until a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received or the total number of times
the log-on interrogation LIDU has been sent equals five.  When tG8 seconds has
elapsed after the transmission of the fifth log-on interrogation LIDU without receiving a
log-on acknowledgement LIDU from the AES, the GES management shall delete the
AES from its AES log-on status table and shall send log-off information to the other
GESs in the same satellite service area.

b) If a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received from the AES, the GES management
shall set the activity indicator for the AES in the AES log-on status table to “active”.
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10.4.3.4.3 Indirect VerificationIndirect Verification

10.4.3.4.3.1 The AES shall remain inactive for twelve hours before the GES management considers it
logged off.

10.4.3.5 Log-on promptLog-on prompt

10.4.3.5.1 Upon receipt of an R channel SU (ISU or a C channel access request SU) by the GES link
layer from an AES which is not in its AES log-on status table, the GES management shall send a log-on
prompt LIDU to the AES.

10.4.3.6 Channel reassignmentChannel reassignment

10.4.3.6.1 The GES management shall have the capability to reassign the data channels to a logged-on
AES.

10.4.3.6.2 Upon receipt of a data channel reassignment request, the GES management shall forward a
log control/data channel reassignment LIDU to the AES.  The GES management then shall do the following:

a) If no response is received from the AES within tG31 seconds (Appendix D) from the
time the log control/data channel reassignment LIDU was sent to the AES, the GES
management shall send another log control/data channel reassignment LIDU to the
AES.  If no response is received again within the tG31 seconds, the GES management
shall abort the data channel reassignment procedure.

b) If data channel reassignment reject LIDU is received from the AES, the GES
management shall abort the data channel reassignment procedure.

c) If a log control/ready for assignment LIDU is received from the AES, the GES
management shall transmit a log-on confirm LIDU followed by a P/R channel control
LIDU and a T channel control LIDU, as required, containing the reassigned channel
information to the AES.  The GES management shall then do the following:

1) If no response is received from the AES within tG32 seconds (Appendix D) from
the time the log-on confirm LIDU followed by the channel control LIDUs were
sent, the GES management shall send another log-on confirm LIDU on the
previous Pd channel followed by a P/R channel control and T channel control
LIDUs as appropriate.  If no response is received again within tG32 seconds, the
GES management shall abort the data channel reassignment procedure.

2) If a log-on acknowledgement LIDU indicating no error is received from the AES on
the newly assigned Rd channel, the GES management shall send a log-on
acknowledgement LIDU to the AES on the newly assigned Pd channel.  The GES
management shall, if another log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received within
tG33 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the last log-on acknowledgement LIDU
was sent, send another log-on acknowledgement LIDU to the AES on the new
Pd channel.  The GES management shall repeat the above procedure until no
response has been received from the AES within tG33 seconds from the time the
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last log-on acknowledgement was sent by the GES, after which the GES
management shall update the AES log-on status table with the new channel
frequencies assigned to the AES.

3) If a data channel reassignment reject LIDU is received from the AES, the GES
management shall abort the data channel reassignment procedure.

10.4.4 GES channel managementGES channel management

10.4.4.1 The GES channel management shall control the AES/GES channel configuration, channel
power and channel frequency.

10.4.4.2 Channel configuration managementChannel configuration management

10.4.4.2.1 GES channel configuration for management communicationGES channel configuration for management communication

10.4.4.2.1.1 For each beam supported by a satellite, each GES supporting the beam shall provide:

a) at least one transmit Psmc channel; and

b) at least four receive Rsmc channels

for management communications.

10.4.4.2.2 AES channel configuration assignment and adjustmentAES channel configuration assignment and adjustment

10.4.4.2.2.1 During log-on, the GES management shall assign a Pd channel to an AES in a manner which
ensures that the performance requirements in Sections 7 and 8 are met.

10.4.4.2.2.2 During log-on, the GES management shall assign a group of R channels and one or more
T channels to an AES, in a manner which ensures that the performance requirements in Sections 7 and 8 are
met.

10.4.4.2.2.3 For the C channel(s), the GES management shall assign C channel(s) on a per-call basis.

10.4.4.2.2.4 After log-on, the GES management shall adjust an AES channel configuration, if required, by
initiating channel reassignment as described in subsection 10.4.3.6.

10.4.4.3 Channel power managementChannel power management

10.4.4.3.1 AES power settingAES power setting

Note.! Prior to log-on, the AES will use its default power setting to transmit the log-on request LIDU to the
GES management.

10.4.4.3.1.1 For the R and T channels, during the log-on process the GES management shall assign an
initial power setting to the AES as the “initial EIRP” value in the log-on confirm LIDU sent to the AES.  The
initial EIRP value shall be determined so that the estimated bit error rate at the GES shall not exceed 10-5.
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Note.! The AES will adjust its channel unit power levels according to the EIRP value received in the log-on
confirm LIDU.

10.4.4.3.1.2 For the C channel, the initial EIRP value shall be assigned by the GES management on a
per-call basis and shall be sent to the AES via the circuit mode services in the C channel assignment LIDU.

10.4.4.3.2 C channel power adjustmentC channel power adjustment

10.4.4.3.2.1 For the to-aircraft C channel, the GES management shall adjust the GES EIRP according to
the BER value received from the AES management in the channel status report LIDU.  The adjustment EIRP
shall be required to maintain a BER of no more than 10-3.

10.4.4.3.2.2 For the from-aircraft C channel, the GES management shall determine the AES EIRP
adjustment required to maintain a BER of no more than 10-3 based on the BER value measured at the GES.
The adjustment shall be sent to the AES management in the channel status report LIDU.

10.4.4.4 Channel frequency managementChannel frequency management

10.4.4.4.1 AES frequency settingAES frequency setting

Note.! Prior to log-on, the AES will use the Rsmc channel frequency from the system table to send the log-on
request LIDU to the GES management.

10.4.4.4.1.1 For the P, R, and T channels, the GES management shall assign the initial P, R and
T channel frequencies to the AES (if the Pd/Rd frequency is different from the Psmc/Rsmc frequencies) by
sending P/R channel control LIDU and T channel control LIDU to the AES after the log-on confirm LIDU in
response to the received log-on request LIDU.

10.4.4.4.1.2 For a C channel, the GES management shall assign the AES C channel transmit/receive
frequency by passing the assigned frequencies to the AES in the C channel assignment LIDU transmitted by
the circuit mode services in the GES.

10.4.4.4.2 AES channel frequency reassignmentAES channel frequency reassignment

10.4.4.4.2.1 For the P and R channels, the GES management shall adjust the P/R channel frequencies
previously assigned to the AES by initiating channel reassignment procedure as described in
subsection 10.4.3.6 and sending the newly assigned frequencies in the P/R channel control LIDUs following
the log-on confirm LIDU.

10.4.4.4.2.2 For the T channel, the GES management shall adjust the T channel frequencies by initiating
channel reassignment procedure and transmitting the T channel control LIDU, following the log-on confirm
LIDU, to the AES.

10.4.4.5 Channel interference managementChannel interference management

10.4.4.5.1 The GES management shall maintain one or more reserve frequencies for each GES in each
beam it supports to be used as Psmc channel and as Rsmc channel frequencies, in the event of interference to the
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previously assigned Psmc channel and Rsmc channel frequencies.  In the event that changeover is required, the
GES management shall update the system table accordingly.

10.4.4.6 Pre-emption managementPre-emption management

10.4.4.6.1 Voice versus voice pre-emptionVoice versus voice pre-emption

10.4.4.6.1.1 After the circuit-mode services in the GES transmits a C channel assignment LIDU to the
AES, the GES management shall immediately make available a channel unit serving the lowest precedence call
for the new call, when no channel units are available, and indicate the availability of the channel unit to the
circuit-mode services in the GES.

10.4.4.6.2 Data versus voice pre-emptionData versus voice pre-emption

10.4.4.6.2.1 The GES shall have the capability to re-assign spectrum and power resources from
circuit-mode services to packet-mode services in order to meet packet data service requirements.

10.4.5 GES system broadcastGES system broadcast

10.4.5.1 The GES management shall transmit system table and time data to the AES in order to
maintain the currency of the data and time in the AES.

10.4.5.2 System table broadcastSystem table broadcast

10.4.5.2.1 The GES management shall transmit the system table data to the AES by means of one or
more of the following broadcast LIDUs:

a) broadcast index;
b) GES P/R channel advice;
c) satellite identification and beam identification channel advice;
d) GES beam support advice.

10.4.5.2.2 The system table data shall be transmitted in the following two forms:

a) partial sequence containing the most recent updates; and

b) complete sequence containing the full initial search and regional data update

10.4.5.2.3 A partial sequence shall comprise one or more broadcast LIDUs described in
subsection 10.4.5.2.1.

10.4.5.2.4 The complete sequence shall include all the broadcast LIDUs in subsection 10.4.5.2.1.
There shall be a complete sequence for each beam in the satellite service area supporting a
satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel.

10.4.5.2.5 The partial and complete sequence shall each include one broadcast index LIDU.

Note.! The broadcast index LIDU provides an existence flag for each LIDU in the complete sequence.
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Note.! The GES Psmc and Rsmc channel series of the complete sequence can contain up to 64 LIDUs because
of the size of the “initial sequence number” field in the broadcast index LIDU.  In case more LIDUs are
included in the series, the second series of the GES Psmc and Rsmc channel series is used.

10.4.5.2.6 The GES shall transmit the partial sequence on all the P channels it supports.  In addition,
the GES shall transmit the complete sequence on each satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel it supports.
Each GES in a satellite service area shall transmit to each of its logged-on AESs all partial sequences due to
any update made by any GES in the satellite service area.

10.4.5.2.7 The partial sequence shall be transmitted twice as often as the complete sequence.

10.4.5.3 Selective release broadcastSelective release broadcast

Note.! The selective release broadcast LIDU is used to command all logged-on AESs to cease transmission
on specified L-band frequency(ies).

10.4.5.3.1 The GES management shall send one or more selective release broadcast LIDUs to the AES
upon occurrence of any one of the following events:

a) Request to release certain channels

b) For circuit mode calls, if the in-band channel clearing facilities (such as the channel
release signalling facility on the sub-band C channel) are ineffective

10.4.5.4 RecoRecommendationmmendation.! The GES management should broadcast the system time to the AES
following an AES log-on by transmitting the system time broadcast LIDU on all P channels.  The time in the
system time broadcast LIDU should be the predicted time of reception at an AES of the first bit of the next
superframe of the relevant P channel.

10.5 Satellite system managementSatellite system management

10.5.1 At least one satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel shall be active at all times for each beam
that supports a satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel.
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TABLE 10.1

GES management - link interface data units (LIDUs)GES management - link interface data units (LIDUs)

LIDU NAME LIDU PARAMETERS*

To link layer

1. Log-on confirm Message type (all)
AES ID (all)
GES ID (all)
Q No. of Appl. (13)
Sat. ID (1,9c,9d,13)
Initial EIRP (1)
BER (18)
TDMA message (1)
P/R message (1)
Voice ch. char. (1,13)
Bit rate (7,8,9d)
Reason (4)
P, R Ch. freq. (7,9b)
T Ch. frequency (8)
No. of freq. (7,8)
Beam IDs (1,9c,9d,13)
Rev. No. (9a,b,c,d,e)
Sat. inclination (9c)
EIRP adjustment (12a)
Sat. Rt. ascen. (9c)
Sat. longitude (9c)
Sat/Beam-ID. freq. (9c)
Century, year, month, day, hour, minute, second(10)
ACK/NAK MSG1, MSG2, MSG3 (2,3,15)
No. of C channels (13)
Initial/renew (13)
Primary/secondary (13)
Duration (12b)
SC (SARPs compl.) (13)
NOT (13)
Beam-ID P CH. freq (9c)
Beam support table (9e)
Report type (12a, 18)
Appl. ref. no (12a,18)
Class of AES (13)
LOV (13)
Transmit ch. freq (11)
Existence (9a)

2. Log-on acknowledgement

3. Log-off acknowledgement

4. Log-on reject

5. Log-on interrogation

6. Log-on prompt

7. P/R channel control

8. T channel control

9. AES system table broadcast

a. Index

b. GES P/R channel advice

c. Satellite ID channel advice

d. Beam ID channel advice

e. GES beam support advice

10. System time broadcast

11. Selective release broadcast

12. Log control-data channel reassignment

12a. Channel status report

12b. Log-off request

From link layer

13. Log-on request

14. Log-off request

15. Log-on acknowledgement

16. Log control-ready for reassignment

17. Log control-reassignment reject

18. Channel status report

*Note.! The order of the LIDU PARAMETER list does not correspond to the order of the LIDU NAME list. The number in parentheses after each
LIDU parameter indicates the LIDU name to which the parameter applies.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


